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---

**Art Lindsley:** How did you come to faith in Christ?

**Eugene Peterson:** I grew up in a Christian home and was immersed in a family of belief and obedience from the time I was born, and I made my own decision in early adolescence. But, it was more like saying *yes* to the *yes* that was already there. So, I was fortunate in that way.

---

**Art Lindsley:** What are the top three needs of the Church today?

**Eugene Peterson:** One is that the church must recover its identity as a unique people of God. We have become so acculturated to the American culture that we have virtually lost our baptismal identity; it's so important that we recover our distinctive identity as a people of God and not as a people of American religion.

Second would be—and it is related to the first—that we have to recover our sense of what leadership is. We have shaped our leadership ministries to a success-oriented culture obsessed with image and power and influence. We don’t find any of these qualities in our Scriptures or the best parts of our history. We have let the culture define what it means to be a leader in a way that is diametrically opposed to everything that is revealed in Jesus and our Scriptures.

The third thing is—and these all hang together in a sense—that we have to be much more attentive to the *way* in which we do things. What we have been doing in America, particularly in the last fifty to sixty years, is that we have kept the evangelical goals of the Gospel, conversion, evangelism, mission, but we have used the means of our culture. Jesus is the *way* as well as the truth, but we have continuously given up the way Jesus did it; we have kept the goals and ends, but chosen our own means.

---

**Art Lindsley:** Which is the most important book you have written and why?

**Eugene Peterson:** That’s like asking which of my children is most important. I think my book called *Working the Angles*, which was my attempt to recover pastoral identity—that our identity comes out of Scripture and not out of culture. One of the things that I have cared about a lot has been a recovery of pastoral identity that is organically developed out of the Scriptures. In *Working the Angles*, I think I did that as clearly as it is possible for me to do. I have written several books having to do with pastoral vocation, but that is probably the most central of the several books I have written on pastoral vocation.

---

**Art Lindsley:** What are the top five most influential books in your life other than the Bible?

**Eugene Peterson:** It would be better for me to answer with names of authors.

Alexander Whyte, a Scottish Presbyterian pastor, writer, and teacher, has more than anybody else given me a sense of what it means to live out this pastoral vocation.

Dostoyevsky in his novels explored for me the nature of the soul and salvation and shaped my imagination in relationship to my congregation.

Wendell Berry, for me, has been the most incisive Christian prophetic voice in America today.

Baron Frederich Von Hugel has influenced me more than anyone else in understanding spiritual formation and spiritual direction. He was a layman with an incredible focus and intuition of our formation in Christ. I think you could almost say that he was the Jim Houston of a hundred years ago. But, I ran into Von Hugel long before I ran into Jim, so he is the one who influenced me the most.

And the fifth would be Charles Williams. Williams was one of the Oxford community that included Lewis, Tolkein, Sayers, and his imaginative grasp of the way good and evil are worked out in a Christian drama, or maybe I should say worked out in a world in which the gospel is the central reality, profoundly informed the way I live and work. Sharp little insights, not least from the Narnia books, would return and keep me clear-headed.

---

**Art Lindsley:** How do you shape your devotional life?
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Eugene Peterson: I guess I would say that my life of prayer is shaped basically from the Psalms. The Psalms are my prayer book and trained me in the vocabulary and the rhythm of attentive responsiveness to God. The Psalms are coupled with Sabbath keeping, ordering the way I think about and live in time. So, Psalms and Sabbath together shape my life of prayer and spirituality.

Art Lindsey: What advice would you give to believers who want to impact the culture for Jesus Christ?
Eugene Peterson: I think I would question a little bit wanting to make an impact on the culture. I'm not sure that's what we should be trying to do. The temptation in trying to make an impact on the culture is that we pick our own ways to do it—the thing I was talking about earlier in terms of using the wrong way to do the right thing. The way to make an impact on the culture for the Gospel is to follow Jesus, and that doesn't seem like it's making much of an impact. We make a Gospel impact on the culture by living obedient lives of love and witness. Christians have a long track record of failure in this: We decide we want to make an impact, then we mount a crusade, set a course of action and kill a lot of people or bully precious souls made in the image of God and use propaganda and impersonal, manipulative means to achieve what we have decided is a Gospel goal. We try to do the work of Christ while ignoring the way of the cross.

So, we are back to living humbly and doing justice and there's nothing very dramatic about that. And, it doesn't look like it's making a big impact. As you can see, I am pretty skeptical of big answers or big solutions.
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